Sample Publication Agreement

CONSENT TO PUBLISH

AUTHOR transfers and assigns a right of first publication to the JOURNAL. AUTHOR shall not grant a similar license with respect to this ARTICLE for publication in any other scholarly or professional journal without the express written consent of the JOURNAL. This right shall be exclusive for a period beginning when this Agreement is executed and ending either one (1) year after publication of the ARTICLE in the JOURNAL or two (2) years after the execution of this Agreement, whichever is shorter. The exclusivity of this right during this period may only be altered through the express written consent of the JOURNAL. In all such cases where written consent has been given, the re-publication of the ARTICLE in whole or in part shall give proper credit to the JOURNAL.

AUTHOR further grants the JOURNAL the perpetual right and authority to disseminate the ARTICLE, in whole or in part (including public dissemination via the JOURNAL website), and to license or transfer such rights, including publication in databases including, but not limited to, Westlaw and Lexis, or any computer-assisted research service that it may choose.

AUTHOR further grants the JOURNAL the right to authorize and distribute reprints of the ARTICLE, either individually or in collection in the whole JOURNAL. AUTHOR further grants the JOURNAL the right to authorize another scholarly or professional journal to publish the ARTICLE in total or in part in their respective publication. The JOURNAL issue shall include a notice stating that the ARTICLE may be reproduced and distributed, in whole or in part, by nonprofit institutions for educational purposes including distribution to students, provided that the copies are distributed at or below cost and identify the AUTHOR, the JOURNAL, the volume, the number of the first page, and the year of the ARTICLE’s publication.

AUTHOR may post the ARTICLE on Social Science Research Network (SSRN) and any other personal website within the AUTHOR’s control, as long as written consent is requested from the JOURNAL, and proper citation is made to the JOURNAL as the original publisher, per the language provided by the JOURNAL at the time of consent.

The copyright ownership of the Article shall remain with AUTHOR.

PREVIOUS PUBLICATION

AUTHOR guarantees that the material furnished for the ARTICLE has not been published previously, or if so published previously, in part or in whole, proper permission has been granted AUTHORM for this present publication. AUTHOR will furnish a copy of the previously published material to the JOURNAL for its files.

AUTHOR also guarantees that the ARTICLE is his/her/their original and genuine work, that AUTHOR is the sole author and owner of the ARTICLE, and that AUTHOR has the full authority to grant permission to the JOURNAL for publication.

PROOFREADING AND CORRECTIONS

AUTHOR agrees to cooperate with all reasonable editing requests by the JOURNAL. This includes (but is not limited to): providing footnote citations in Bluebook format for any factual statement or reference to law in your article upon request of a JOURNAL editor; providing JOURNAL editors with scans or copies of source material upon request for citation- and fact-checking purposes; providing JOURNAL editors with page numbers or “pinpoint” citations for where in the source the material can be found; abiding with the deadlines established by JOURNAL editors.
Publication is contingent on satisfactory completion of the editing process. JOURNAL editors agree to seek agreement from the AUTHOR for any changes the editors deem necessary in order to publish the Article in accordance with JOURNAL standards, though editors retain discretion over all changes.

RIGHT OF WITHDRAWAL

JOURNAL reserves the right to withdraw the ARTICLE from the publication process at any time prior to publication, or to publish it in a subsequent edition, at its sole discretion after good faith consultation with the AUTHOR. AUTHOR may not withdraw the ARTICLE from publication except in the unlikely circumstance that the JOURNAL’s changes so drastically alter the content or argument of the ARTICLE overall that it can no longer reasonably be deemed to be the work of the AUTHOR.

ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION OF ARTICLE

Upon acceptance of the publication offer, AUTHOR shall submit a final version of the ARTICLE and an abstract of the ARTICLE electronically to the JOURNAL by the date agreed upon between AUTHOR and the JOURNAL. The electronic files shall be prepared in Word (".doc" files, not " .docx"), per the specifications supplied by the JOURNAL.

OFFPRINTS

Upon publication, AUTHOR will receive, without charge, two (2) copies of the full issue in which the ARTICLE appears. AUTHOR will have the option to purchase individual article reprints (offprints) from the printer after the journal is printed.

SCOPE OF THIS AGREEMENT

This agreement stands as the full and final agreement of all major terms concerning AUTHOR’s ARTICLE. Any alterations, modifications, or changes in the terms stated herein shall only be upon mutual consent of both parties.

No other agreements exist between the parties, and this agreement represents all of the terms for the publication of AUTHOR’s ARTICLE by the JOURNAL. Any additional agreements between AUTHOR and the JOURNAL regarding the ARTICLE must be in writing and signed by both parties. In the unlikely case of a dispute under this contract, the parties agree to personal jurisdiction in the state of New Mexico.